The current war in Ukraine has highlighted the fact that in this new age of warfare non-state actors play a larger role than ever before. The influence of the media, think tanks and academia, religious groups, organized crime, war militias, NGOs and GONGOs, and the Ukrainian diaspora is pervasive. Kremlin-controlled media coverage of the war in Eastern Ukraine, including the downing of the MH-17 jet, is offset by the newer grassroots pro-Ukrainian media outlets such as Ukraine Today. Think tanks and academia focused on Ukraine and Russia are also battling for visibility in the government and among the populous.
Introduction
Non-state actors have played a significant role in creating and influencing the current war in Ukraine. From competing narratives broadcasted by media outlets to misinformation campaigns designed to confuse and cause fear, the media strive to gain the advantage of discourse. Likewise, think tanks and academia influence not only public discourse, but political agendas and, ultimately, policy. Religious groups also take sides either by supporting Ukrainian citizens adversely affected by the conflict or actively participating in promoting a nationalistic narrative with religious and historical themes.
1 The Russo-Ukrainian War and illegal occupation of Crimea have created opportunities for organized crime to flourish in the vacuum left by the Ukrainian government's inability to control its sovereign territory. On both sides of the war militias have quickly organized and are often more effective than government forces. Non-governmental and government organized non-governmental organizations (NGOs and GONGOs) play a variety of roles within Ukraine, while also bearing transnational influence. The Ukrainian diaspora continues to provide varied levels of support for their native country. The extent to which non-state actors will have an impact on the outcome of the conflict is yet to be determined; however, non-state actors have and will continue to play a significant role from the battlefields of eastern Ukraine to the halls of the US Congress.
Media
Russian mass media is controlled by the Kremlin. This is a characteristic of autocratic states that fear counter-narratives to the government's approved messaging. As President Vladimir Putin observed the waves of social unrest over the last decade, from color revolutions to the Arab Spring, he became aware of the power of social media and messaging in the new domain of war -information space. Russia Today (RT) and Channel One are two of the largest stateowned television networks that broadcast pro-Russian multilingual programming worldwide. Russia has transformed a traditional non-state actor into an instrument of the state to shape domestic and foreign opinion and silence the opposition.
The use of media to demoralize, confuse and delay opponents was most notably seen after the downing of flight MH17. Western media networks asserted, based on initial evidence, that Russian troops or Russian-backed separatists were responsible. Russian mass media quickly put into question initial claims by accusing Ukrainian troops or NATO forces of the act. This use of disinformation created conspiracy theories that diminished the truth. 
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RT was established in 2005 to familiarize the world with the Russian viewpoint. In 2015, the network enjoyed a budget of $275 million provided by the Russian government. Notwithstanding its massive budget, RT has not been as effective as Russia had hoped, and is now considered a laughable source of information. 3 In fact, in March 2014 news anchor Liz Whal resigned on air in opposition to the "whitewashing" of events by the Russian government, stating that it was against her morals and ethics as a journalist to continue working at RT. 4 The network continues to provide extensive coverage of the situation in Ukraine and greatly influences opinions of Russians and Ukrainians, especially in Crimea and eastern Ukraine, where Russia censors any pro-Western media.
Ukraine, along with the West, is struggling to find an appropriate response to Russia's advantage in the information space. However, despite spending billions of dollars on propaganda campaigns, Russian media are losing credibility, and the international community has a lower perception of Russia than before Ukraine's Revolution of Dignity. Unified Western action in Ukraine has been slow much to the delight of Russian authorities, but any good will toward Russia that existed prior to 2013 has been lost. A Pew research poll conducted in April and May 2015 found that of the eight NATO counties surveyed, only 26 percent of respondents had a favorable opinion of Russia. 5 The misunderstanding of the information space by the Russian state-sponsored media has shown the importance of free media's role as a non-state actor in building trust and a believable dialogue with the international community. 6 The late Boris Nemtsov's daughter, Zhanna Nemtsova, has claimed Russian propaganda killed her father, saying, "It kills reason and common sense but it also kills human beings." Nemtsov had been preparing a report that would challenge Putin's claim that there were no Russian troops in Ukraine. However, he was gunned down outside the Kremlin on 27 February 2015, days before he was supposed to lead an anti-war rally against Russia's actions in Ukraine. For years, Russian media demonized opposition figures like Nemtsov as "national traitors," known in Russia as the "fifth column." In some instances, propaganda may be severe enough to incite people to commit unthinkable acts of violence, 
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as was the case in Nazi Germany, Rwanda and now in Ukraine. 7 Nemtsov's murder was significant as he was a major opposition figure outspoken in his condemnation of the Russian annexation of Crimea and support for separatists in eastern Ukraine.
Meanwhile, the Ukraine Today network was founded in August 2014 as a Kyiv-based English news outlet with the goal of strengthening "international communications, understanding, and peace."
8 At the Black Sea Security Conference in Bucharest, Strategic Communications Director Lada Roslycky appealed to the participants to stop calling what is going on in Ukraine as a crisis or conflict and call it what it is -a war.
9 News outlets such as Ukraine Today and KyivPost provide media coverage to influence international perception of the situation in Ukraine. 10 Both provide a wide range of platforms to present a different perspective to the Russian narrative.
There are grassroots efforts to combat Russian propaganda within Ukrainian civil society. StopFake.org is an online community created by alumni and students from the Mohyla School of Journalism in Kyiv. This group of independent journalists is determined to protect the integrity and honesty of information that is found in the media about Ukraine. As of April 2015, journalists at StopFake.org had verified over 1,000 pieces of media and identified 400 pieces of false reporting.
11 StopFake.org's work remains incredibly important by keeping Russian media in check and providing readers with an accurate story.
Founded in 1949 as an anti-Communist news network, Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) initially received funds from the CIA. Currently, it receives funding from the Board of International Broadcasters (BIB), which is backed by the U.S. Congress. Despite the funding source, the BIB acts as a buffer between government and program content. The goal of the network is to spread information where open media is not allowed -mostly in autocratic, closed societies.
12 RFE/RL has delivered significant reporting on the war, primarily seeking to influence Russian speakers in Ukraine.
The role of media in Ukraine has proven to shape what people know and influence how they act. Evidently, the restriction by Russian and pro-Russian authorities in Crimea and eastern Ukraine of various media outlets also plays into shaping the knowledge of society. Despite all of Russia's best attempts to promote one common pro-Russian story, independent and grassroots efforts are gaining momentum and leaving their own impact on the coverage and narrative of the conflict.
Think Tanks and Academia
Ukrainian and international think tanks are having a profound impact on domestic government reforms and are externally shaping the dialogue on how the international community should support the government in Kyiv and react to Russian aggression. Since the fall of the Soviet Union, think tanks in Ukraine such as the Ukrainian Centre for Economic and Political Studies (The Razumkov Centre), The Atlantic Council of Ukraine and The Europe XXI Foundation have enjoyed considerable political independence. The Institute for Economic Research and Policy Consulting (IER) is particularly well-known independent Ukrainian think tank. Reports developed by the IER include the effects of abolishing visa requirements for travel through the EU for Ukrainians, investment forecasts by region and the impact of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) on various levels of Ukrainian society. 13 The IER's role of providing in-depth analysis to policymakers and potential investors alike during a time of war should be highlighted. Its reports have a direct impact on the decisions of leaders, which have grave and long-lasting consequences for the viability of Ukraine.
A product of the Revolution of Dignity was the creation of the non-partisan NGO, Maidan of Foreign Affairs (MFA). Diplomats and experts who openly opposed Viktor Yanukovych government created MFA to discuss policy based on democratic ideals. MFA's main objectives are to provide expert opinion on foreign policy and national security, educate the public on key issues and promote greater policy debate. MFA has produced intelligence manuals for the army that are being used on the battlefields in eastern Ukraine as well as for formulating a strategy to regain Crimea. 14 Russian think tanks and academia have increasingly become less independent as the government seeks to control them. Over time, their conclusions and instructions have become more aligned with the goals and narratives of the Kremlin. Individuals who fail to operate within the approved narrative face intimidation, and often choose to flee Russia. Former Provost of the New Economic School in Moscow, Sergei Guriev, now teaches in Paris after he was notified his lessons were not appreciated by the Kremlin. In 2015, the Russian parliament passed a law on "undesirable" organizations that threatened the security and order of Russia. Organizations that have been investigated as "undesirable" include Amnesty International, the Carnegie Foundation and Human Rights Watch. The new legislation has created a threatening environment for top Russian economists and experts leading to a brain drain, weakening the in-
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ternal dialogue inside Russia. 15 This lack of domestic debate has led to a selfperpetuating relationship between government, think tanks and academia.
The most influential Russian think tank is the Russian Institute for Strategic Research (RISI) that openly supported the 2014 invasion of Ukraine. RISI has former ties to Russia's Foreign Intelligence Services (SVR) and thus remains a trusted source of expertise to the Kremlin. Additionally, RISI believes that the Russian Federation is the center of gravity in the former Soviet space, a counter-narrative to the international order led by the US, which believes all countries have the right to self-determination and sovereignty regardless of their size. 16 The Russian narrative, called the "Russian World," in which Putin and the Russian Federation act as the sole security guarantor of Russian speakers everywhere, has played out in Ukraine as Putin maneuvers to ensure Ukraine looks east before looking west. As Russian think tanks continue to be investigated and labeled "undesirable," it is important to take heed of the consequential role that groups like RISI play and their effect on influencing policy toward Ukraine.
17
Think tanks outside Ukraine and Russia, such as the Washington-based Atlantic Council, Brookings Institute and Potomac Foundation strive to keep the attention of lawmakers on the dire situation in Ukraine with comprehensive expert coverage. These practitioners, professors and specialists lead panels at congressional hearings and develop thought-provoking reports that ignite policy discussion in the media and on Capitol Hill. For example, the Atlantic Council, Brookings and The Chicago Council on Global Affairs collaborated to produce a report titled Preserving Ukraine's Independence, Resisting Russian Aggression: What the United States and NATO Must Do. 18 The report carried significant weight due to the high level of experience and expertise that was leveraged to produce and support it, and ultimately calls for greater US support for Ukraine in the form of lethal aid. 
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The Atlantic Council's follow-up report, called Hiding in Plain Sight, documents evidence of Russian involvement in the ongoing war in Ukraine and was published in May 2015, the same month as the better-known Nemtsov report, appropriately titled Putin War. 19 Both provide motives for Russian aggression, how Russia has executed the war and evidence based on photography, tapped phone conversations, interviews and social media. These reports have had minimal impact inside Russia, as Russian citizens care little about Russia's involvement in Ukraine and the government is unlikely to acknowledge military operations in response to the evidence provided by the late Nemtsov. 20 Conversely, the reports have had a significant effect on policymakers on Capitol Hill, routinely referenced as lawmakers continue to put pressure on the Obama administration to provide lethal aid to the Ukrainian armed forces.
The Potomac Foundation provided break-through reporting and analysis on Russia's hybrid war in Ukraine in March 2015. The report was based on President Phillip A. Karber's personal experience on the front lines of the war in the Donbas region. The Ukrainian government requested an assessment of the current military situation in the East from the Potomac Foundation.
21 These reports provide evidence of Russian involvement in Ukraine despite Putin's continued assertion that there are no Russian operations in Ukraine and thus Russia is not in violation of the Minsk II ceasefire agreement.
22
Academia has also played a vital role in shaping the conversation and deepening the understanding of the causes and solutions to the war. Since the Revolution of Dignity began in late 2013, Washington D.C.-based universities have extensively provided students and the public with scholarly panels and publications from the West's misunderstanding of color revolutions to covering Ukraine's other war, rife with graft and corruption. In March 2015, George Washington University (GWU) hosted Ukrainian musician and EuroMaidan activist Sergei Fomenko. Fomenko and his band "Mandry" played several traditional Ukrainian folk songs at the opening of their exhibit titled "Ukraine. Road to Freedom," which brought the reality of the extreme measures Ukrainians took to change the status quo and avoid a dystopian future for their country to the students and public of Washington D.C. Forums and panels such as these continue to shine light on the war in Ukraine, which vacillates in and out of 
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public attention given the amount of coverage devoted to other major issues such as ISIS, the refugee crisis, and a possible British exit from the EU. Academia also has provided valuable research and analysis resources in order to achieve greater understanding of the hopes and aspirations of the Ukrainian people, who often get overlooked as geopolitical differences take precedence. The University of Maryland's Program for Public Consultation along with the Kyiv International Institute of Sociology conducted a survey of Ukrainians in all regions (except Crimea) in order to insert to the voice of Ukrainians into public knowledge and discourse. 23 The importance of understanding their opinions cannot be overstated, as various commentators and experts offer solutions to the current impasse between the Donbas region and the rest of Ukraine. A long-term and viable solution will have to take into consideration the University of Maryland's and Kyiv International Institute of Sociology's report.
Religious Groups
Current tensions between the Moscow Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC MP) and the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyivan Patriarchate began in 2009. The leader of the ROC MP, Patriarch Kirill, gave spiritual support to Putin's "Russian World" ideology. These religious tensions have created confusion on the ground as competing and radical views create an atmosphere of distrust and instability. 24 The ROC MP has played a significant role in supporting the Kremlin's narrative by articulating Russia's historical and religious links to Kyiv and Crimea. 25 According to Adrian Karatnycky of the Atlantic Council, religious leaders "are creating a deep crisis, precisely because the church was instrumentalized by these major political actors." 26 The cultural, historical and religious project known as Novorossiya received strong support from the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC), as it was seen "as an existential issue for the entire Holy Russia." However, the more ROC MP continues to support Russian aggression in Ukraine, the more it isolates itself now and for the future. 27 Kirill appeals to international bodies for support of the plight of Russian Orthodox priests in eastern Ukraine, but at the same time promotes violence to- ward non-Russian Orthodox religious leaders. The ROC MP's view is that the rest of the world is evil and Russia is the example of good. Russian citizens, soldiers and mercenaries have been heeding the ROC MP's de facto call to defend against the threats to the Holy Russian Empire, which is a major recruitment tactic. 28 The religious war created by the ROC MP and Kremlin stokes greater hatred and deepens the commitment by Russian fighters in Ukraine, ultimately perpetuating the rifts within society.
Any short-term gains the Kremlin is trying to make by stirring religious conflict in Ukraine with help from the ROC MP will have greater long-term ramifications for the ROC internationally. 29 The ROC MP's actions and controversial statements of its leader are creating a schism between the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, which falls under the MP, and the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyivan Patriarchate. Worshippers are increasingly associating the Ukrainian Orthodox Church MP with Kremlin policies. These political differences are playing out in the pews, as 30 formerly Moscow-aligned parishes have thrown their allegiance behind the Kyivan Patriarchate. Like Kirill, leaders in the Kyivan Patriarchate make nationalistic statements such as former spokesperson Archpriest Heorhiy, who said the Moscow Patriarchate was "the Church of the Soviet Union." 30 The failure of leaders in the Orthodox Church to refrain from deep involvement in the current war is undermining the social fabric of Ukraine.
Meanwhile, non-Russian Orthodox faiths have lived in constant fear and persecution, including the Ukrainian Orthodox Churches. In June 2014, proRussian separatists kidnapped and murdered four Pentecostal Church leaders in eastern Ukraine. Multi-faith religious leaders from Ukraine recently met at a conference in London and called on the international religious community and NGOs to support reconciliation and peace in Ukraine. They also asked world leaders to address the humanitarian crisis of 1.2 million internally displaced persons in Ukraine. 31 
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in eastern Ukraine, which conducts destructive operations against non-Russian Orthodox religious institutions.
33
The Ukrainian Orthodox Church played a proactive role in supporting protestors during EuroMaidan by providing church facilities for anti-government military groups. 34 Patriarch Filaret, the leader of the Kyivan Patriarchate, supports soldiers going to war in eastern Ukraine. Early this year he was in Washington DC, lobbying for military assistance to support the Ukrainian armed forces in order to defend the Ukrainian nation. Once the war broke out, the Church provided religious support and donations of money, clothes, food and transportation. According to Filaret, the Church has also provided the military with night-vision goggles. 35 As a non-state actor, the Orthodox Church has the potential to play a constructive role by bridging the schisms in society, but until now both sides have only decreased the possibility of reconciliation between Ukrainians. The Orthodox Church has thus become a symbol of nationalism to both sides. Until the leadership of the ROC MP and Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyivan Patriarchate decide that delving into the affairs of government is detrimental to society, they will continue to perpetuate the current war.
Organized Crime
The idea of the separatist's breakaway region as "The People's Republics" of the Donbas has been years in the making. As Russia remains a mafia-like state, it benefits from having weaker, smaller countries in its periphery. Princeton historian Stephen Kotkin coined the term "Trashcanistan" to describe the pervasive nature of corruption in many of the post-Soviet countries. Through the "transition" from Communism to capitalism, many organized crime bosses became oligarchs overnight, and some rose to be powerful politicians, prime ministers and presidents. In Ukraine in particular there has been a continuous line of political leaders who rose to power through nefarious means at the cost of the development of society.
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The Donbas region was the most corrupt and ungovernable region by far for either Moscow or Kyiv. As the locals say, "every third man in the Donetsk region is in prison, has been in prison, or will be in prison." 37 In this paradigm, 
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The annexation of Crimea has opened a whole new market for organized crime and black market activities. Just as Transnistria, the breakaway pro-Russian enclave in Moldova, has proved profitable for Russian gangsters, Crimea has much more potential. International law enforcement organizations note that the destabilization in Ukraine has sent ripples around the world in terms of organized crime. As in Russia, Ukrainian political elite and organized crime networks are intertwined and reliant on each other for mutual support. Russian organized criminal networks are looking to expand smuggling routes using the Crimean port of Sevastopol and the prime smuggling port, Odessa. They move contraband including stolen cars, drugs, weapons and women throughout the Black Sea region.
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In 2014, Transparency International ranked Ukraine 142 out of 177 countries in the Corruption Perception Index. While Russia and Ukraine are in a desperate war for control of the Donbas region, Ukrainian underworld networks are collaborating with Russian ones to grow business opportunities out of the current situation in Ukraine. Moscow does not even need to engage Ukraine in a war, but simply rob Ukrainian society through Russian-Ukrainian organized criminal networks and links to corrupt officials. Russia's most dominant organized criminal organization is the Solntsevo network with strong ties to the "Donetsk clan," from which former Yanukovych's power base, the Party of Regions, stemmed. These former underground thugs are now actively serving in separatist units or attacking Ukrainian supporters and spreading terror through acts of violence. 40 The conflict has ended any cross-border law enforcement cooperation between Russia and Ukraine, and organized crime networks are heating up in the absence of effective law enforcement networks. The "black hole" that Ukraine offers organized criminal networks within a modern state with infrastructure and ports is immense and lucrative. Thus, one of Russia's most effective responses to sanctions could be the "criminalization" of Ukraine and making it into a true "Trashcanistan." 
Militias
The maligned system of politics and armed groups in Ukraine is not a new phenomenon, but a product of the Russian mafia state following the fall of the Soviet Union. As the debate over Ukraine's integration into either Europe or Russia intensified, politicians and oligarchs aligned with armed groups or created their own private armies in order to protect their interests. 42 Estimates put the number of the pro-Ukrainian volunteer militias at about 30 groups, the most prominent of which are the Azov Battalion, Dnipro Battalion and the Donbas Battalion. When war broke out in early 2014, these groups confronted pro-Russian separatists in the absence of Ukrainian armed forces. 43 The Right Sector played a pivotal role in defending EuroMaidan activists against the pro-Yanukovych police force that attempted to break up the protestors, and has been credited with playing an important part in fighting in eastern Ukraine. The Right Sector has since gained political representation in the Ukrainian parliament, where it holds one seat. 44 Despite the organization's support for EuroMaidan and its combat role, the Right Sector is still entrenched in "old ways" of doing business, such as extortion and smuggling, which undermine its political and nationalistic platform. 45 Other militias that took part in overthrowing Yanukovych have been integrated into Ukraine's National Guard. Pro-Russian separatist militias are known opportunists from backgrounds as organized criminals, mercenaries, Cossacks or Chechens. 53 They have been operating since the annexation of Crimea, seizing government buildings and throwing out local government administrators and law enforcement. 54 Recruitment is not only limited to eastern Ukraine, as recruitment centers have been established throughout Russia. Separatists as well as pro-Ukraine militias use Facebook or VKontakte for recruitment and organization. 55 Putin may not have direct control over these groups, and if he did want to abruptly end the war, it may have become impossible to put the lid back on the chaotic situation. Russia could be faced with the same problem as Ukraine, namely of returning fighters being dissatisfied with the conduct of the war by the Kremlin and wanting to take action in their own hands. Many right-wing groups are angry with Putin for not fulfilling the Novorossiya project and providing greater support for the war effort. 56 There is concern that the worst is yet to come in eastern Ukraine. As more men receive military training and the region becomes flooded with weapons, it could lead to greater violence. As of now militias are aligned with Moscow or Kyiv, but when a political resolution is reached or one side comes out victorious, the militias will need to decide to disband or fight for personal interests. Militias on both sides are conducting their own operations and fighting and winning against government forces, showing that they will be a force to be reckoned with in the future. 57 The most dangerous scenario is the proliferation of highly destructive weapons to disjointed militias lacking tight command and control. The shooting down of flight MH17 with a Russian-designed SA-11 antiaircraft missile demonstrates the reality of non-state actors acquiring highly sophisticated weapons systems, thus posing a direct threat to the international community.
NGOs and GONGOs
Throughout the 2000s, Putin observed the power of Western democratic NGOs throughout the former Soviet Union and has now begun countering their democratization objectives with Russian NGOs. Russia's objectives are to promote the "Russian" model, seek to reduce influence of the US and once again become the center of gravity for the region. When Putin returned to power he set about nationalizing Russian civil society, namely pro-Russian think tanks, human rights groups, election observers, youth groups, Eurasianist integration groups and Cossack networks. All of these organizations have been heavily involved in weakening Ukraine: some were used to counter the Revolution of Dignity, support the annexation of Crimea and to undermine sovereignty and stir social tensions throughout Ukraine. 59 Ibid. 60 Ibid.
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The Ukrainian diaspora has mobilized itself financially, technically and personally, fighting on the front lines to come to the aid of its countrymen. Grassroots efforts supply both the volunteer units and government forces with over half of what they need, making the diaspora a powerful actor. This is a more efficient and transparent process compared to an improving, yet still corrupt, poorly funded and dysfunctional defense system. 69 Furthermore, diasporas do have an effect on political leaders, especially in Canada, where Steven Harper was ranked within the top 10 "most influential promoters of Ukrainian issues in the world." 70 The Ukrainian diaspora has also proven to be a powerful force in supporting Ukraine's move toward greater independence and democratization. From humanitarian aid to wounded soldiers receiving the highest level of care in other countries, the Ukrainian diaspora is providing funding where the government in Kyiv cannot. 71 Outside of the UCCA, the Razom for Ukraine group unites highly skilled professionals in the Ukrainian diaspora inside and outside the US, and has raised around $135,000 for the Maidan protests.
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Conclusion
The current situation in Ukraine has highlighted the fact that in this new age of warfare, non-state actors play a larger role than ever before. They greatly impacted the root causes leading up to the Revolution of Dignity, the annexation of Crimea and the prolonged war in eastern Ukraine. Russia has found it necessary to employ a myriad of traditional non-state tools to protect its strategic interests in Ukraine. In Kyiv, the Ukrainian government is dealing with an economic crisis and fighting a war for its very survival, but must also take into consideration interests of non-state actors. Leaders who understand the influence of these groups, sources of funding and motivation will be more able to navigate this complex environment, where one misinformed decision could lead to negative consequences and prolonged suffering. The twenty-first century battlefield in Ukraine is complex and characterized by the active participation of non-state actors, creating a hotbed for hate and deadly struggle over geostrategic, economic and security interests. The conclusion of the war will hinge upon the ability of either side to capitalize on the influence non-state actors wield not only in Ukraine, but transnationally.
